EFF CAMDEN TOUR STOP FILMS – FEBRUARY 23 - 25, 2018
LITTLE THEATER MAIN THEATER 12:00 pm – 6:00 pm – Friday – Saturday - Sunday
UPSTAIRS SCREEN 12:00 pm – 9:30 pm Friday – Saturday – Sunday (6:00 pm)
START TIME
DAY
x

COVER
ART

FILM / RUNTIME
DIRECTOR / COUNTRY
A Racetrack Somewhere
49:00 min

x

All The Queen’s Horses
71:00 min

x

All The Wild Horses
90:00 min

x

Carolina Hoofbeats TV
28:00 min

x

Chasing Wild Horses
47:55 min
Directed by: Roberto Dutesco

x

Croatoan’s Memoirs
20:00 min

x

Dust and Stripes
53:00 min

x

Floating Horses: The Life Of
Casey Tibbs
94:00 min

SYNOPSIS
A Racetrack Somewhere will take you on a journey like never before
across Australia and into the heart of some of the country's most
iconic and remote events.
Destinations include Birdsville, King Island, Warrnambool, Kangaroo
Island and Darwin
As the comptroller and treasurer, Crundwell embezzled $53.7
million of the city’s money and went undetected for over twenty
years. All the while, Dixon struggled to meet its debt obligations,
forcing the city to make painful service cuts and layoffs, and to forgo
raises for its municipal employees for more than a decade. Her
crime marked the single largest municipal fraud in United States
history.
All The Wild Horses follows five international riders from the USA,
Canada, South Africa, Ireland and the UK as they compete in the
Mongol Derby horse race in Mongolia. This multi-horse, multistation race over a 1000 kilometers of Mongolian steppe is the
longest and toughest horse race on the planet. The riders are out on
their own and navigate with GPS from horse station to horse
station, where they change their horses every 40 kilometers.
This is a weekly television series featuring all that North Carolina has
to offer in the equine industry. We explore great riders, trainers,
events and industry news.

“I wish to bring my experience among the wild horses of Sable
Island to people around the world, to show them true wilderness in
its primal state, unaware and unafraid of man. I wish to recreate for
others, as nearly as possible, my extraordinary experience—what it
was like for me to step onto their untouched land, what it was like
for them to see me, and what they would remember from the
encounter long afterward.” —Roberto Dutesco, Photographer
A story worth telling – over and over again.
Croatoan is a real wild Corolla Horse that narrates the story of his
life and how he left Sand Horse Beach to live in Smithfield, Virginia.
He educates the viewer about his ancestors and the history of this
special place. Explore his adventures, friends' struggles and his
legacy. Are you willing to help save these horses from extinction.
Dust and Stripes explores the fragility of new life, as well as the
strong family ties that help animals survive in one of Africa’s most
surreal and difficult landscapes, the Makgadikgadi Pans. It’s a tale of
loyalty and sacrifice, of home and exile, of death and new life, in
southern Africa’s largest zebra population.
American cowboy Casey Tibbs, a nine-time world champion who left
home at the age of 13 in 1942 due to his father’s disdain of rodeo,
had a rags-to-riches life after his groundbreaking spurring lick was
developed and he was launched to stardom.
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Show jumping horses bred in the Netherlands are some of the best
in the world.
It is no coincidence that foreign riders won gold and silver medals in
the Olympic Games of 2008 on Dutch horses. This is big business
and passionate breeders have everything they need available in the
Netherlands.
Goodnight Ladies is a documentary film about the world's most
famous Master of Fox Hounds. The legendary Nancy Penn Smith
Hannum hunted the Chester County, Pennsylvania countryside for
half a century. Directed by her granddaughter, Christianna,
Goodnight Ladies.
The mission of the Great Florida Cattle Drive: Unbroken Circles is to
share Florida’s unique cow culture and heritage through living
history. The goal for Live Oak Production Group was to capture a
week of showcasing the lifestyle of the working Florida cowhunters
moving cattle across private and public lands from St. Cloud (just
south of Orlando) to Kenansville in January 2016. This story is much
more than a week of educating people about historical accounts.
One important element of the project is to educate the public about
the 500 years of cattle and horses in Florida.
Dutch immigrant, Harry deLeyer, journeyed to the United States
after World War II and developed a transformative relationship with
a broken down Amish plow horse he rescued off a slaughter truck
bound for the glue factory. Harry paid eighty dollars for the horse
and named him Snowman. In less than two years, Harry & Snowman
went on to win the triple crown of show jumping, beating the
nations blue bloods and they became famous and traveled around
the world together. Their chance meeting at a Pennsylvania horse
auction saved them both and crafted a friendship that lasted a
lifetime. Eighty-six year old Harry tells their Cinderella love story
firsthand, as he continues to train on today's show jumping circuit.
Healing with Horses, a documentary about a local mission with a
global message

x

Golden Genes
53:00 min

x

Goodnight Ladies
38:00 min

x

Great Florida Cattle Drive
57:00 min

x

Harry & Snowman
84:00 min

x

Healing With Horses
17:00 min

x

HERD
53:00 min

We learn from the Herd that when one suffers we all suffer. We're
all here to heal together.
Liz Mitten-Ryan and her herd take us on a healing journey. At
http://www.equinisity.com the herd of horses teach and heal
humans. They heal at liberty offering Equinistic Healing Certification
in this method of healing entirely invented and orchestrated by
horses who are free to come and go as they please. The magical
land and equine higher beings offer reconnection,re-vitalization and
healing, dispelling illusion,shifting consciousness and tuning and
raising personal and universal vibration

x

HORSE DOCTORS
10:30 min

x

Horse Packer
14:00 min
Matthew Gary
USA

Horse Doctors explores why people choose to become equine
veterinarians. Trainers and jumping facilities discuss their
dependence on veterinarians. Woodside Equine Clinic in Ashland,
VA participated in the film. The owner and 3 veterinarians give the
viewer insight into their backgrounds with horses and why they
chose to become equine veterinarians.
Explore the world of horse packing at Rocky Mountain National Park
on its 100th anniversary, and discover the love, thrills, and dangers
of this dying profession.
Horse Packer follows Travis, in his newly appointed position as Lead
Packer on the West side of Rocky Mountain National Park. He gives
and in-depth look at what the job entails and why horse packing is
so important for preserving the wilderness. His assistant Carly is
there to help every step of the way as she navigates through her
first season on the job. They both teach and share their passions
and sacrifices they must make to embrace this labor of love.
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HORSEPOWERS: From the Land of the Vikings 60:00 min
Follow the adventures & lifestyles of a Mountain Horsewoman
competing in the worlds toughest horse race, a Viking Horse Family
living and working with horses, and a War Veteran healing with
horses. With a backdrop of pure nature & traditions unique to
Norway, the Norwegian people are positively affected by horses.
Their close bonds with horses run as deep as the fjords.
(Norway/USA 2017)
Lorie Duff, Canadian trainer, showcases her unique training style
and skill, to the musical backdrop of Lori McKenna's "Humble and
Kind."

x

HORSEPOWERS: From The
Land Of The Vikings
60:00 min

x

HUMBLE & KIND
6:00 min

x

Into The Spotlight Part 2
63:00 min

Into the Spotlight Part 2 feature length documentary also shines the
spotlight on horse rescue and unwanted horses in the United States
and the unimaginable risk of horses whose lives take the fateful turn
that places them on the road to slaughter.

x

JAR – Journey Of A
Horseman
51:00 min

Follow the entertainer’s incredible life from Motown recording
artist to his 5-star rated charity working with at risk youth using
horses in his programs.

x

Karl Mikolka Classical
Training Clinic – A Riders
Perspective
35:00 min

x

Labor Of Love
22:00 min
Christa Joo Hyun D'Angelo
GERMANY

Karl Mikolka, former Chief Rider for the Spanish Riding School, is
also a master clinician of classical dressage. Mary Werning, longtime
student and certified trainer in Mikolka’s methods, is hosting a clinic
and one of her students would like to bring her horse Broadway.
Shannon has to decide not only if Broadway is ready for the lesson,
but also if she will be able to handle the pressure so that the pair
can come away with success.
The 22-minute length video "Labor of Love" dissects the freelance
labor conditions of professional horseracing through an endearing
series of portraits of 3 German-based international jockeys including
champion jockey Andrasch Starke, considered by many as the best
German jockey of all time.

x

Life In The Doghouse (TRAILER)
Ron and Danny’s Rescue
10:00 min

x

Love Unleashed
14:00 min

x

Leg Up
72:00 min

Danny Robertshaw & Ron Danta have been saving and rescuing
dogs for years and officially founded their rescue in 2005 after
learning about the animals left homeless after Hurricane Katrina.
To-date over 10,300 dogs have been placed in loving homes!
803-900-9800
https://dannyronsrescue.org/
http://www.lifeinthedoghousemovie.com/
Love Unleashed is a short documentary that explores the deep
emotional bond between humans and their beloved senior dogs.
Through a series of honest and poignant interviews we get a
glimpse into the unique and powerful relationships that people
share with their treasured companions as they reflect on what it
means to love unconditionally.
This documentary film tells the story of a lifelong horseman’s
journey back into the saddle. The struggles, both physical and
emotional, he has endured and his passion and determination to
return to his life with Arabian horses. Ernst is an inspiration to all,
especially the horse community who understand how almost
unfathomable his return to riding is. The bond between horse and
human is a powerful and healing energy and this is a journey that
must be shared.
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x

Many Clouds – The Peoples
Horse
14:00 min

x

Minimambo: The Minimovie,
Fast Women LLC
10:00 min

x

Misty Of Chincoteague
91:00 min
James B. Clark
USA

x

One Eighty Out
9:00 min
MILITARY SPECIAL

x

One Day – Our Mims
61:57 min

x

Pee Wee Lovell
80:33 min

x

Riding High
20:00 min

x

Riding My Way Back
28:31 min
MILITARY SPECIAL

After his win in the 2015 Grand National Many Cloud became a
peoples favorite and his popularity grew when in 2015 and 2017 he
was named the horse of the year by a landslide public vote.
His 2017 season was looking like another successful one till he took
on the mighty Thistlecrack at Cheltenham.
Both horses went to war over the last few fences and although
Many Clouds would get the better of the unbeaten youngster, he
passed a few minutes after the line.
Many Clouds lost his life doing what he loved and we wanted to pay
tribute to him, by producing this short film using some of the
footage we’ve taken with and about him over the years.
Fast Women, LLC is an female only syndicate of competitive women
exploring the world of Thoroughbred racing through their first filly,
Minimambo. Trained by Donna Freyer
"The Fast Women concept was new to our area and I thought it
would make a fun documentary. The video was produced on a
2,500.00 budget, donated time, equipment and talent."
Every year the Chincoteague fire department rounds up the wild
ponies of Assateague. island, and then auctions off the colts and
yearlings to thin out the herd. A young brother and sister, Paul and
Maureen Beebe, have set their hearts on owning one particular wild
three-year old pony, The Phantom. Only they have to earn the
money, the Phantom has to be captured in the roundup (which she
never has), and then they have to outbid everyone else for her in
the auction. And even the Phantom herself has a surprise for Paul
and Maureen: a foal named Misty.
Twenty-two US veterans commit suicide every day. At over 8,000 a
year, this is four times greater than the casualties assumed in the
War in Afghanistan. And that doesn’t account for the 1 in 5 veterans
diagnosed with PTSD, depression or other psychological disabilities.
These men and women are suffering, and in some cases, killing
themselves on the very soil they offered their life to protect. Why?
If you ask ex-Navy SEAL Micah Fink, he will tell you it’s because the
current “treatment” these men and women are receiving isn’t
working. He’s says veterans don’t have a disease.
"One Day" - the compelling new documentary about a teenage girl
who falls in love with a champion racehorse she sees on TV and 21
years later, fate brings. This is the heart-felt true story of famed
Thoroughbred, Our Mims, the 1977 Eclipse Award Champion 3-yearold Filly.
Parker Lovell, owner of renowned Cash Lovell Stables and Riding
Academy in Winston-Salem, NC, thought she had the perfect life —
a loving horse trainer husband, a thriving business and a cowgirl
daughter, until their entrusted assistant trainer secretly steals their
show horse clients during the onset of her husband's fatal
dementia.
Riding High is a documentary on the history of three-day Eventing in
Australia. Featuring interviews with Australia's leading Olympic
equestrians.

Riding My Way Back is a short documentary that chronicles one
soldier’s journey back from the brink of suicide. In 2010, Staff
Sergeant Aaron Heliker returned from multiple deployments to Iraq
and Afghanistan with traumatic brain injury (TBI) and PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), in addition to third-degree burns
and nerve damage from a roadside bomb. At his most desperate
and isolated, on 42 medications and suicidal, Aaron is introduced to
the unlikeliest of saviors: a horse named Fred. Through caring for
Fred and building mutual trust, Aaron begins the difficult process of
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reconnecting to the world around him and healing the terrible,
invisible wounds of war that had nearly defeated him.

x

Running Wild
99:10 min

x

Sacred Ground 25th
Anniversary of Newport
International Polo

xx

Spotlight Rescue Series
60:00 min

x

The Adventure Of Selika
07:00 min

x

The EDGE
39:00 min

x

The Island Project
54:00 min

x

The True Story of Sunshine
Numbers
15:00 min

Stella Davis (Dorian Brown Pham), a California Ranch Socialite, is
thrown into a world of chaos when her husband dies unexpectedly
and she discovers that they are in financial ruin. Her husband has
secretly mortgaged their massive acreage, the Double Diamond
Ranch, to keep them afloat and she has ninety days until the
creditors will come calling. She must decide whether to address her
adversity head on or quit and let the bank have the land that has
been in her family’s name for four generations.
Sacred Ground is a rare look behind the scenes of Newport
International Polo in their 25th anniversary season. We discover a
passionate equestrian culture and celebrate the Polo roots of
Newport RI

SPOTLIGHT RESCUE SERIES IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
EQUUS FILM FESTIVAL AND JA MEDIA
Working together to shine a light on the issues facing our
horses, dogs and cats in need of rescue.
The Spotlight Rescue Series features shorts, docs and trailers for
films about rescue situations (equine, canine, feline and human),
and the individuals that work so tirelessly to save lives.
When Selika flees the comfort and safety of her home in rural
France, she sets out for Paris to forge her own independent path in
the world.
"The Adventures of Selika" is based on an image of Selika Lazevski,
about whom little is known. The image was by Felix Nadar,
renowned 19th century French photographer of celebrated people
(authors, scientists, painters . . .). Curious and puzzling, I was struck
by the strength and pride that exude from this image of a beautiful
black woman elegantly dressed in a riding habit, believed to be an
equestrian of haut dressage in 19th century France
Bruce Anderson believes that man's capacity to reduce the wild is
the cause and effect of mental imbalance. As a boy, Bruce Anderson
spent most of his time in "Mother Nature's classroom" learning key
tools to balance the mindset; be more AlphA. The impact that
horses have had on his life is fundamental to his work which uses a
1000 lb animal to deliver an epiphany: you are merely a steward of
this earth.
Imagine surviving on a deserted island. On your own. For a month.
Imagine, while trying to survive, attempting something nobody has
done before. Ever.
Meet the inspirational Emma Massingale. The professional horse
trainer from Devon, UK, is taking on her biggest ever challenge.
Using only her incredible horse sense, she’ll try to ride two wild
ponies who have, up to now, been virtually untouched by human
hand. No tack, no ropes, no boundaries. Just Emma, six Connemara
ponies and a 70-acre island off the west coast of Ireland. Imagine no
longer. Life is an adventure.
The 79th Annual Carolina Cup will be run Saturday in Camden.
Thousands of people will be arriving at the Springdale Race Course
in their bright dresses and seersucker suits anticipating one of the
largest social events of the season. Arch Kingsley Jr., has been
preparing for the Carolina Cup for a different reason. He is training
Sunshine Numbers, a nine year-old thoroughbred, for his first
steeplechase of the season Saturday.
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x

The Story Of Totilas
83:00 min
Annette van Trigt
NETHERLAND

The most-talked about horse in the world, came, saw and
conquered the dressage with his rider Edward Gal. Together they
won the heart of millions all over the world, winning three titles at
the FEI World Equestrian Games and setting multiple record scores
in Kentucky in 2010

x

The Feather Fund
07:00 min
Lindsey Scott
USA

The Feather Fund is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit fund operating under the
umbrella of the Community Foundation of Carroll County. The
Feather Fund continues work begun by Carollynn Suplee, assisting
deserving children with the purchase of Chincoteague Ponies. We
believe raising a foal teaches children life lessons, including
responsibility, good care, love, and ethics, as well as the concept of
giving back to others through the care and training of his or her
animal.
MEET SEA FEATHER CHINCOTEAGUE PONY: 10 MINUTES

x

The Wild Ponies Of
Chincoteague
59:00 min
Kurt Kolaja
Tod Mesirow
USA

The legend says that a Spanish Galleon carrying ponies crashed off
the Atlantic coast. The ponies swam free of the sinking ship and
reached the New World. Decedents of that lost band live today,
wild and free, on the barrier island, Assateague, Virginia.
The local fire company owns the herd now. To keep the population
in check foals are auctioned each year. Sabrina Dobbins made a
winning bid and took a pony home. For Sabrina it was a pivotal
moment. “This pony was my light in the darkness. I was in severe
depression - I was self-harming. My pony pulled me up. I named
her Blessing.
A blessing indeed.
MEET KURT KOLAJA: 10 MINUTES

x

WENDY
91:00 min

After a serious riding accident, Wendy, formerly an enthusiastic and
successful rider, never got back on a horse. But once arrived, she
crosses ways with wounded horse Dixie which escaped from
butcher.

x

When The Dust Settles
45:00 min
Glenn Sweitzer
USA

The film shows how the struggles of wild horses mirror those of
disadvantaged girls, resulting in an earned trust when they're given
an opportunity to prove their worthiness to the world.
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FRIDAY 1st FLOOR THEATER 12:00 pm – 6:00 pm
FRIDAY
1st FLOOR

HORSEPOWERS: From The
Land Of The Vikings
60:00 min

12:00 pm
1:00 pm

HORSEPOWERS: From the Land of the Vikings 60:00 min
Follow the adventures & lifestyles of a Mountain Horsewoman
competing in the worlds toughest horse race, a Viking Horse Family
living and working with horses, and a War Veteran healing with
horses. With a backdrop of pure nature & traditions unique to
Norway, the Norwegian people are positively affected by horses.
Their close bonds with horses run as deep as the fjords.
(Norway/USA 2017)
Into the Spotlight Part 2 feature length documentary also shines the
spotlight on horse rescue and unwanted horses in the United States
and the unimaginable risk of horses whose lives take the fateful turn
that places them on the road to slaughter.

FRIDAY
1st FLOOR
1:10 pm
2:15 pm
FRIDAY
1st FLOOR
2:30 pm
4:00 pm

Into The Spotlight Part 2
63:00 min

Floating Horses: The Life Of
Casey Tibbs
94:00 min

American cowboy Casey Tibbs, a nine-time world champion who left
home at the age of 13 in 1942 due to his father’s disdain of rodeo,
had a rags-to-riches life after his groundbreaking spurring lick was
developed and he was launched to stardom.

FRIDAY
1st FLOOR
MILITARY
SPECIAL

One Eighty Out
9:00 min
MILITARY SPECIAL

4:00 pm
4:10 pm
FRIDAY
1st FLOOR
MILITARY
SPECIAL

Twenty-two US veterans commit suicide every day. At over 8,000 a
year, this is four times greater than the casualties assumed in the
War in Afghanistan. And that doesn’t account for the 1 in 5 veterans
diagnosed with PTSD, depression or other psychological disabilities.
These men and women are suffering, and in some cases, killing
themselves on the very soil they offered their life to protect. Why?
If you ask ex-Navy SEAL Micah Fink, he will tell you it’s because the
current “treatment” these men and women are receiving isn’t
working. He’s says veterans don’t have a disease.

Great Florida Cattle Drive
57:00 min

4:10 pm
5:10 pm
FRIDAY
1st FLOOR
MILITARY
SPECIAL

The mission of the Great Florida Cattle Drive: Unbroken Circles is to
share Florida’s unique cow culture and heritage through living
history. The goal for Live Oak Production Group was to capture a
week of showcasing the lifestyle of the working Florida cowhunters
moving cattle across private and public lands from St. Cloud (just
south of Orlando) to Kenansville in January 2016. This story is much
more than a week of educating people about historical accounts.
One important element of the project is to educate the public about
the 500 years of cattle and horses in Florida.

Riding My Way Back
28:31 min
MILITARY SPECIAL

Riding My Way Back is a short documentary that chronicles one
soldier’s journey back from the brink of suicide. In 2010, Staff
Sergeant Aaron Heliker returned from multiple deployments to Iraq
and Afghanistan with traumatic brain injury (TBI) and PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), in addition to third-degree burns
and nerve damage from a roadside bomb. At his most desperate
and isolated, on 42 medications and suicidal, Aaron is introduced to
the unlikeliest of saviors: a horse named Fred. Through caring for
Fred and building mutual trust, Aaron begins the difficult process of
reconnecting to the world around him and healing the terrible,
invisible wounds of war that had nearly defeated him.

5:15 pm
5:45 pm
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FRIDAY UPSTAIRS THEATER 12:00 pm – 10:00 pm
FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS

Dust and Stripes
53:00 min

12:00 pm
1:00 pm
FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS

Dust and Stripes explores the fragility of new life, as well as the
strong family ties that help animals survive in one of Africa’s most
surreal and difficult landscapes, the Makgadikgadi Pans. It’s a tale of
loyalty and sacrifice, of home and exile, of death and new life, in
southern Africa’s largest zebra population.

The Island Project
54:00 min

Imagine surviving on a deserted island. On your own. For a month.
Imagine, while trying to survive, attempting something nobody has
done before. Ever.
Meet the inspirational Emma Massingale. The professional horse
trainer from Devon, UK, is taking on her biggest ever challenge.
Using only her incredible horse sense, she’ll try to ride two wild
ponies who have, up to now, been virtually untouched by human
hand. No tack, no ropes, no boundaries. Just Emma, six Connemara
ponies and a 70-acre island off the west coast of Ireland. Imagine no
longer. Life is an adventure.
SPOTLIGHT RESCUE SERIES IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
EQUUS FILM FESTIVAL AND JA MEDIA
Working together to shine a light on the issues facing our
horses, dogs and cats in need of rescue.
The Spotlight Rescue Series features shorts, docs and trailers for
films about rescue situations (equine, canine, feline and human),
and the individuals that work so tirelessly to save lives.

2:00 pm
3:00 pm
FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS

Spotlight Rescue Series
60:00 min

3:10 pm
4:10 pm
FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS

Healing With Horses
17:00 min

Healing with Horses, a documentary about a local mission with a
global message

4:15 pm
4:35 pm
FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS

HERD
53:00 min

We learn from the Herd that when one suffers we all suffer. We're
all here to heal together.
Liz Mitten-Ryan and her herd take us on a healing journey. At
http://www.equinisity.com the herd of horses teach and heal
humans. They heal at liberty offering Equinistic Healing Certification
in this method of healing entirely invented and orchestrated by
horses who are free to come and go as they please. The magical
land and equine higher beings offer reconnection,re-vitalization and
healing, dispelling illusion,shifting consciousness and tuning and
raising personal and universal vibration.

4:40 pm
5:40 pm

FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS
6:00 pm
6:25 pm
FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS
6:30 pm
7:45 pm

Labor Of Love
22:00 min
Christa Joo Hyun D'Angelo
GERMANY
Leg Up
72:00 min

OPEN TIME AFTER FOR SPEAKER
The 22-minute length video "Labor of Love" dissects the freelance
labor conditions of professional horseracing through an endearing
series of portraits of 3 German-based international jockeys including
champion jockey Andrasch Starke, considered by many as the best
German jockey of all time.

This documentary film tells the story of a lifelong horseman’s
journey back into the saddle. The struggles, both physical and
emotional, he has endured and his passion and determination to
return to his life with Arabian horses. Ernst is an inspiration to all,
especially the horse community who understand how almost
unfathomable his return to riding is. The bond between horse and
human is a powerful and healing energy and this is a journey that
must be shared.
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FRIDAY
UPSTAIRS
8:00 pm
9:40 pm

Running Wild
99:10 min

Stella Davis (Dorian Brown Pham), a California Ranch Socialite, is
thrown into a world of chaos when her husband dies unexpectedly
and she discovers that they are in financial ruin. Her husband has
secretly mortgaged their massive acreage, the Double Diamond
Ranch, to keep them afloat and she has ninety days until the
creditors will come calling. She must decide whether to address her
adversity head on or quit and let the bank have the land that has
been in her family’s name for four generations.
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SATURDAY 1st FLOOR THEATER 12:00 pm – 6:00 pm
SATURDAY
1st FLOOR
12:00 pm
1:30 pm
SATURDAY
1st FLOOR
1:40 pm
3:10 pm
SATURDAY
1st FLOOR
3:15 pm
4:00 pm
SATURDAY
1st FLOOR
4:10 pm
4:30 pm
SATURDAY
1st FLOOR
4:30 pm
4:40 pm
SATURDAY
1st FLOOR
4:45 pm
5:45 pm

Misty Of Chincoteague
91:00 min
James B. Clark
USA

WENDY
91:00 min

Every year the Chincoteague fire department rounds up the wild
ponies of Assateague. island, and then auctions off the colts and
yearlings to thin out the herd. A young brother and sister, Paul and
Maureen Beebe, have set their hearts on owning one particular wild
three-year old pony, The Phantom. Only they have to earn the
money, the Phantom has to be captured in the roundup (which she
never has), and then they have to outbid everyone else for her in
the auction. And even the Phantom herself has a surprise for Paul
and Maureen: a foal named Misty.
After a serious riding accident, Wendy, formerly an enthusiastic and
successful rider, never got back on a horse. But once arrived, she
crosses ways with wounded horse Dixie which escaped from
butcher.

When The Dust Settles
45:00 min
Glenn Sweitzer
USA

The film shows how the struggles of wild horses mirror those of
disadvantaged girls, resulting in an earned trust when they're given
an opportunity to prove their worthiness to the world.

Croatoan’s Memoirs
20:00 min

Croatoan is a real wild Corolla Horse that narrates the story of his
life and how he left Sand Horse Beach to live in Smithfield, Virginia.
He educates the viewer about his ancestors and the history of this
special place. Explore his adventures, friends' struggles and his
legacy. Are you willing to help save these horses from extinction.

The Feather Fund
07:00 min
Lindsey Scott
USA

The Feather Fund is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit fund operating under the
umbrella of the Community Foundation of Carroll County. The
Feather Fund continues work begun by Carollynn Suplee, assisting
deserving children with the purchase of Chincoteague Ponies. We
believe raising a foal teaches children life lessons, including
responsibility, good care, love, and ethics, as well as the concept of
giving back to others through the care and training of his or her
animal.

The Wild Ponies Of
Chincoteague
59:00 min
Kurt Kolaja
Tod Mesirow
USA

The legend says that a Spanish Galleon carrying ponies crashed off
the Atlantic coast. The ponies swam free of the sinking ship and
reached the New World. Decedents of that lost band live today,
wild and free, on the barrier island, Assateague, Virginia.
The local fire company owns the herd now. To keep the population
in check foals are auctioned each year. Sabrina Dobbins made a
winning bid and took a pony home. For Sabrina it was a pivotal
moment. “This pony was my light in the darkness. I was in severe
depression - I was self-harming. My pony pulled me up. I named
her Blessing.
A blessing indeed.
MEET KURT KOLAJA: 15 MINUTES
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SATURDAY UPSTAIRS THEATER 12:00 pm – 10:00 pm
SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS

LOCAL STUDENT FILMS
& The Adventures Of Selika

12:00 pm
1:00 pm
The Adventure Of Selika
07:00 min

When Selika flees the comfort and safety of her home in rural
France, she sets out for Paris to forge her own independent path in
the world.
"The Adventures of Selika" is based on an image of Selika Lazevski,
about whom little is known. The image was by Felix Nadar,
renowned 19th century French photographer of celebrated people
(authors, scientists, painters . . .). Curious and puzzling, I was struck
by the strength and pride that exude from this image of a beautiful
black woman elegantly dressed in a riding habit, believed to be an
equestrian of haut dressage in 19th century France
"One Day" - the compelling new documentary about a teenage girl
who falls in love with a champion racehorse she sees on TV and 21
years later, fate brings. This is the heart-felt true story of famed
Thoroughbred, Our Mims, the 1977 Eclipse Award Champion 3-yearold Filly.

SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS

One Day – Our Mims
61:57 min

1:00 pm
2:05 PM
SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS

Pee Wee Lovell
80:33 min

2:10 pm
3:35 pm
SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS

Parker Lovell, owner of renowned Cash Lovell Stables and Riding
Academy in Winston-Salem, NC, thought she had the perfect life —
a loving horse trainer husband, a thriving business and a cowgirl
daughter, until their entrusted assistant trainer secretly steals their
show horse clients during the onset of her husband's fatal
dementia.

Riding High
20:00 min

Riding High is a documentary on the history of three-day Eventing in
Australia. Featuring interviews with Australia's leading Olympic
equestrians.

Chasing Wild Horses
47:55 min
Directed by: Roberto Dutesco

“I wish to bring my experience among the wild horses of Sable
Island to people around the world, to show them true wilderness in
its primal state, unaware and unafraid of man. I wish to recreate for
others, as nearly as possible, my extraordinary experience—what it
was like for me to step onto their untouched land, what it was like
for them to see me, and what they would remember from the
encounter long afterward.” —Roberto Dutesco, Photographer
A story worth telling – over and over again.
Follow the entertainer’s incredible life from Motown recording
artist to his 5 star rated charity working with at risk youth using
horses in his programs.

3:40 pm
4:00 pm
SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS
4:10 pm
5:00 pm
SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS
5:10 pm
6:00 pm
SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS
6:10 pm
7:00 pm

JAR – Journey Of A
Horseman
51:00 min

Sacred Ground 25th
Anniversary of Newport
International Polo
49:00 min

Sacred Ground is a rare look behind the scenes of Newport
International Polo in their 25th anniversary season. We discover a
passionate equestrian culture and celebrate the Polo roots of
Newport RI
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SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS

All The Queen’s Horses
71:00 min

7:10 pm
8:20 pm
SATURDAY
UPSTAIRS

As the comptroller and treasurer, Crundwell embezzled $53.7
million of the city’s money and went undetected for over twenty
years. All the while, Dixon struggled to meet its debt obligations,
forcing the city to make painful service cuts and layoffs, and to forgo
raises for its municipal employees for more than a decade. Her
crime marked the single largest municipal fraud in United States
history.

All The Wild Horses
90:00 min

All The Wild Horses follows five international riders from the USA,
Canada, South Africa, Ireland and the UK as they compete in the
Mongol Derby horse race in Mongolia. This multi-horse, multistation race over a 1000 kilometers of Mongolian steppe is the
longest and toughest horse race on the planet. The riders are out on
their own and navigate with GPS from horse station to horse
station, where they change their horses every 40 kilometers.

8:30 pm
10:00 pm
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SUNDAY 1st FLOOR THEATER 12:00 pm – 6:00 pm
SUNDAY
1st FLOOR
12:00 pm
12:45 pm
SUNDAY
1st FLOOR
12:50 pm
1:00 pm
SUNDAY
1st FLOOR

Goodnight Ladies
38:00 min

Goodnight Ladies is a documentary film about the world's most
famous Master of Fox Hounds. The legendary Nancy Penn Smith
Hannum hunted the Chester County, Pennsylvania countryside for
half a century. Directed by her granddaughter, Christianna,
Goodnight Ladies.

Life In The Doghouse (TRAILER)
Ron and Danny’s Rescue
10:00 min

Danny Robertshaw & Ron Danta have been saving and rescuing
dogs for years and officially founded their rescue in 2005 after
learning about the animals left homeless after Hurricane Katrina.
To-date over 10,300 dogs have been placed in loving homes!
803-900-9800
https://dannyronsrescue.org/
http://www.lifeinthedoghousemovie.com/

Harry & Snowman
84:00 min

Dutch immigrant, Harry deLeyer, journeyed to the United States
after World War II and developed a transformative relationship with
a broken down Amish plow horse he rescued off a slaughter truck
bound for the glue factory. Harry paid eighty dollars for the horse
and named him Snowman. In less than two years, Harry & Snowman
went on to win the triple crown of show jumping, beating the
nations blue bloods and they became famous and traveled around
the world together. Their chance meeting at a Pennsylvania horse
auction saved them both and crafted a friendship that lasted a
lifetime. Eighty-six year old Harry tells their Cinderella love story
firsthand, as he continues to train on today's show jumping circuit.
Lorie Duff, Canadian trainer, showcases her unique training style
and skill, to the musical backdrop of Lori McKenna's "Humble and
Kind."

1:05 pm
2:30 pm

SUNDAY
1st FLOOR

HUMBLE & KIND
6:00 min

2:35 pm
2:45 pm
SUNDAY
1st FLOOR

The EDGE
39:00 min

Bruce Anderson believes that man's capacity to reduce the wild is
the cause and effect of mental imbalance. As a boy, Bruce Anderson
spent most of his time in "Mother Nature's classroom" learning key
tools to balance the mindset; be more AlphA. The impact that
horses have had on his life is fundamental to his work which uses a
1000 lb animal to deliver an epiphany: you are merely a steward of
this earth.

Many Clouds – The Peoples
Horse
14:00 min

After his win in the 2015 Grand National Many Cloud became a
peoples favorite and his popularity grew when in 2015 and 2017 he
was named the horse of the year by a landslide public vote.
Many Clouds lost his life doing what he loved and we wanted to pay
tribute to him, by producing this short film using some of the
footage we’ve taken with and about him over the years.

The True Story of Sunshine
Numbers
15:00 min

The 79th Annual Carolina Cup will be run Saturday in Camden.
Thousands of people will be arriving at the Springdale Race Course
in their bright dresses and seersucker suits anticipating one of the
largest social events of the season. Arch Kingsley Jr., has been
preparing for the Carolina Cup for a different reason. He is training
Sunshine Numbers, a nine year-old thoroughbred, for his first
steeplechase of the season Saturday.

2:50 pm
3:30 pm
SUNDAY
1st FLOOR
3:35 pm
3:50 pm
SUNDAY
1st FLOOR
3:55 pm
4:10 pm
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SUNDAY
1st FLOOR
4:15 pm
4:25 pm
SUNDAY
1st FLOOR
4:30 pm
5:30 pm

Minimambo: The Minimovie,
Fast Women LLC
10:00 min

Fast Women, LLC is an female only syndicate of competitive women
exploring the world of Thoroughbred racing through their first filly,
Minimambo. Trained by Donna Freyer
"The Fast Women concept was new to our area and I thought it
would make a fun documentary. The video was produced on a
2,500.00 budget, donated time, equipment and talent."

Spotlight Rescue Series
60:00 min

SPOTLIGHT RESCUE SERIES IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
EQUUS FILM FESTIVAL AND JA MEDIA
Working together to shine a light on the issues facing our
horses, dogs and cats in need of rescue.
The Spotlight Rescue Series features shorts, docs and trailers for
films about rescue situations (equine, canine, feline and human),
and the individuals that work so tirelessly to save lives.
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SUNDAY UPSTAIRS THEATER 12:00 pm – 6:00 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS
12:00 pm
12:15 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS
12:20 pm
1:10 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS

Horse Packer
14:00 min
Matthew Gary
USA

A Racetrack Somewhere
49:00 min

Explore the world of horse packing at Rocky Mountain National Park
on its 100th anniversary, and discover the love, thrills, and dangers
of this dying profession.
Horse Packer follows Travis, in his newly appointed position as Lead
Packer on the West side of Rocky Mountain National Park. He gives
and in-depth look at what the job entails and why horse packing is
so important for preserving the wilderness. His assistant Carly is
there to help every step of the way as she navigates through her
first season on the job. They both teach and share their passions
and sacrifices they must make to embrace this labor of love.
A Racetrack Somewhere will take you on a journey like never before
across Australia and into the heart of some of the country's most
iconic and remote events.
Destinations include Birdsville, King Island, Warrnambool, Kangaroo
Island and Darwin

Karl Mikolka Classical
Training Clinic – A Riders
Perspective
35:00 min

Karl Mikolka, former Chief Rider for the Spanish Riding School, is
also a master clinician of classical dressage. Mary Werning, longtime
student and certified trainer in Mikolka’s methods, is hosting a clinic
and one of her students would like to bring her horse Broadway.
Shannon has to decide not only if Broadway is ready for the lesson,
but also if she will be able to handle the pressure so that the pair
can come away with success.

HORSE DOCTORS
10:30 min

1:50 pm
2:00 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS

Horse Doctors explores why people choose to become equine
veterinarians. Trainers and jumping facilities discuss their
dependence on veterinarians. Woodside Equine Clinic in Ashland,
VA participated in the film. The owner and 3 veterinarians give the
viewer insight into their backgrounds with horses and why they
chose to become equine veterinarians.

Carolina Hoofbeats TV
28:00 min

This is a weekly television series featuring all that North Carolina has
to offer in the equine industry. We explore great riders, trainers,
events and industry news.

2:05 pm
2:40 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS

Love Unleashed
14:00 min

2:45 pm
3:00 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS

Love Unleashed is a short documentary that explores the deep
emotional bond between humans and their beloved senior dogs.
Through a series of honest and poignant interviews we get a
glimpse into the unique and powerful relationships that people
share with their treasured companions as they reflect on what it
means to love unconditionally.

Golden Genes
53:00 min

Show jumping horses bred in the Netherlands are some of the best
in the world.
It is no coincidence that foreign riders won gold and silver medals in
the Olympic Games of 2008 on Dutch horses. This is big business
and passionate breeders have everything they need available in the
Netherlands.

The Story Of Totilas
83:00 min
Annette van Trigt
NETHERLAND

The most-talked about horse in the world, came, saw and
conquered the dressage with his rider Edward Gal. Together they
won the heart of millions all over the world, winning three titles at
the FEI World Equestrian Games and setting multiple record scores
in Kentucky in 2010

1:15 pm
1:50 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS

3:05 pm
4:00 pm
SUNDAY
UPSTAIRS
4:05 pm
5:35 pm
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CAMDEN TOUR STOP 2018
Camden South Carolina Tour Stop 2018 - http://www.equusfilmfestivalcamden.com/
OFFICIAL THEATER: Little Theater - http://littletheatre.online/
OFFICIAL HOTEL: Holiday Inn Express CAMDEN Location
Call for Special FILM FESTIVAL PRICE DISCOUNT
+1-803-424-5000 https://www.ihg.com/holidayinnexpress/hotels/us/en/camden/cdnsh/hoteldetail
Festival Organizer – Julianne Neal – 803-351-0223 - julianne@jamediaconnections.com
EQUUS Film Festival – Lisa Diersen - lisa@equusfilmfestival.net
Diana DeRosa - dderosa1@optonline.net
OFFICIAL ARTIST: C Tanner Jensen - https://www.facebook.com/ctannerjensen
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